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Features Ethno Instrument 2.0 is a VSTi and VST plugin. It works seamlessly with any DAW, even non-supported
host applications. Its own audio engine for sound playback, built around a simple interface that makes it easy to
create and manipulate a collection of instruments. Virtual Instrument for all MOTU has created a professional-
quality virtual instrument that provides the right tools to get your creative project up and running. With MOTU
Ethno Instrument 2, you can: Create a stunning collection of sound in minutes. Professional Sound Creation and

easy to use through its simple interface. Turn Ethno into an authentic, highly-immersive game for sound creation.
From changing the key of a melody, to adding depth to a string or wind chord, you have all the tools to create the
authentic ethnic instruments you hear in today's music. Utilize the powerful Multitimbral capabilities for creating
complex and realistic sounds. Each instrument can be played in two or three (or more) voices, with moving targets
to create complex melodies. Easily tweak the sound using the wide-ranging Mix Controls. Simply mix sounds to
create a new, unique sound, bringing your ideas to life. Export your music in any format to use in your projects,

such as a free WAV file for easy insertion into your DAW. MOTU’s exclusive, easy-to-use tools make Ethno 2 fast
and fun to use, while its award-winning interface and sound technology make Ethno 2 powerful and timeless. Easy

Sound Creation Ethno Instrument 2 is easy to use for those new to Ethno, with a simple interface that makes
creating sounds an enjoyable and fun experience. Its interface is designed to help you: Create a unique collection of

sound in minutes, from drum, string, and wind instruments. Use the powerful Multitimbral capabilities to create
complex and realistic sounds. Easily tweak the sound of each part with the wide-ranging Mix Controls. Export your

sounds in any format to use in your projects. Key Features Create a stunning collection of sound in minutes.
Professional Sound Creation and easy to use through its simple interface. Turn Ethno into an authentic, highly-
immersive game for sound creation. Multi-tonal sounds: From drums to brass, string to wind and many more Ut
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